A probabilistic interpretation of a modified Gegenbauer polynomial is furnished by its expression in terms of a combinatorial probability defined on a compound urn model. Also, a combinatorial interpretation of its coefficients is provided. In particular, probabilistic interpretations of a modified Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind and a modified Legendre polynomial together with combinatorial interpretations of their coefficients are deduced. Further, two limiting forms of the compound urn model indicated, which lead to analogous interpretations of a modified Hermite and a modified Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind.
INTRODUCTION
In Combinatorics, orthogonal polynomials have been used to express enumerating functions of certain combinatorial configurations. Specifically, the mth Hermite polynomial may be viewed as the generating function of the number of fixed points over the set of involutions of [see, e.g. Knuth (1972) ]. Foata (1978) used this interpretation to give a combinatorial proof of the Mehler formula. Also, Foata and Leroux (1983) constructed a combinatorial model for the Jacobi polynomials and deduced their classical generating function. Extending slightly this model, Leroux and Strehl (1985) obtained combinatorially many of the properties of the Jacobi polynomials. Labelle and Yeh (1989a,b) , using appropriate combinatorial models derived combinatorial classical exact and limit formulas for several orthogonal polynomials. Kyriakoussis and Vamvakari (2005) , generalizing the matching extensions in graphs, derived combinatorial interpretation for a wide class of orthogonal polynomials. m} {1,2,..., In Probability, modified orthogonal polynomials have been used to express the probability function of certain compound (generalized) discrete distributions. Kemp and Kemp (1965) starting from the probability generating function of a compound Poisson distribution considered the case in which the probability generating function of the compounding distribution is a polynomial of order two. The probability function of this particular compound Poisson were expressed in terms of modified Hermite polynomials. Plunkett and Jain (1975) obtained the Hermite mixture, with mixing a gamma distribution, in terms of modified Gegenbauer polynomials. The Hermite and Gegenbauer distributions together with other distributions that are expressed in terms of orthogonal polynomials, were discussed as compound distributions in Charalambides (2005) .
The Hermite, Legendre, Laguerre and Chebyshev polynomials were used by Watson (1988) to introduce five distributions on the nonnegative integers. His approach was based on the fact that any nonnegative real function defined on a countable set with values summing to one represents a probability (mass) function of a random variable. Watson remarked that "it would be interesting to know classical probabilistic models which lead to such distributions" and added "although combinatorialists are now associating orthogonal polynomials with problems of enumeration, I have not been able to make a connection".
In the present paper, which is prompted by Watson's remarks, a combinatorial probability defined on a compound urn model is expressed in terms of a modified orthogonal polynomial. Note that this modification of an orthogonal polynomial is simply a transformation of it into a polynomial with positive coefficients and values for positive values of its argument. Then, a probabilistic interpretation of the modified orthogonal polynomial is furnished by its expression in terms of the combinatorial probability. Also, a combinatorial interpretation of its coefficients is provided. An urn containing at least one ball is referred to as occupied urn, while an urn containing two balls is referred to as fully occupied urn.
GEGENBAUER POLYNOMIALS
Note that assumption (a) implies that the distribution of the number N of target urns selected from W is a negative binomial with probability function
Further, assumption (b) implies that the distribution of the number X of balls that stay into any specific target urn is a binomial with probability function
Also, the distribution of the number of balls that stay into n target urns, which are selected from W, is again a binomial with probability function
Then, the distribution of the number of balls that stay into the target urns that are selected from W, which is a compound negative binomial, with compounding a binomial, has probability function Gegenbauer polynomial as follows. Suppose that n target urns are selected from W and 2n balls are distributed into them according to the compound urn model. Then, the probability that k of n selected target urns are occupied and m balls stay into them is given by
Multiplying it by the probability , that n target urns are selected from W, and summing for n c ,... 1 , 0 = n , it follows that the probability that k of the selected target urns are occupied and m balls stay into them is given by 
Modified compound urn model. Consider the same set W of target and control urns as in the compound urn model and modify the assumptions as follows. (a) Assume that two balls are distributed into each target urn of W by placing one ball into each cell. Let U be the subset of W that contains the occupied and control urns. (b) Further, assume that urns are sequentially selected from U one after the other until s control urns are chosen. In the case of a finite set W, in which U is also finite, the sequential selection of urns is made with replacement so that the proportion of target urns in U remains unchanged for all trials.
The probability of selecting an occupied target urn from U at any trial may be expressed in terms of the probabilities θ and q of the initial compound urn model as follows. Let A be the event of selecting a target urn from W and B the event that a target urn remains empty after two balls are distributed into it by placing one ball into each cell. Clearly,
Then, the distribution of the number K of occupied target urns selected from U is a negative binomial with probability function
. Also, the probability that m balls stay into k occupied target urns, which are selected from U, is given by
transforms the probability to the general term of the modified Gegenbauer polynomial. Specifically, set . Summing these probabilities for In the particular case 1 = s , the distribution of the number N of target urns selected from W is a geometric with probability function
The distribution of the number K of occupied target urns selected from U is again a geometric with probability function , which provides a probabilistic interpretation of the mth modified Legendre polynomial.
